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THE IDEA
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they are always available to the

ideal environment to: facilitate

professionals and their “visions”;
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technical-production staff; conceive
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PRIVATE HOME
OF THE 1960S,
RENOVATION

system for stud walls using

bathroom, it, too, fit with a

the curved door in an unusual,

pocket sliding door.

personalized version free

The building is located in the

of any jambs, anticipating the

Italian province of Treviso, in

current trend. The living space

a town crossed by the Piave

In this interior renovation

actually revolves around a

river. Despite the limitations

project , the architect Diego

cylindrically shaped space with

imposed by the existing drainage

Speranza introduced the

Circular closure incorporating

systems, the renovation works

Eclisse Circular sliding door

the kitchen and a service

affected the entire apartment,

PROJECT
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arch.
DIEGO SPERANZA

CIRCULAR
UNICO
CIRCULAR,
system for curved pocket door
sliding doors, interpreted by
the designer without jambs and
architraves
UNICO,
system for single
pocket doors

PROJECT PROFILE
project:

PRIVATE HOME OF THE
1960S, RENOVATION

dimensions:

90 m2

case study:

2003

architect:

Diego Speranza

site:

Pieve di Soligo - Treviso

even completely replacing all

lit maple wood stairway. In this

tone, precisely interpreting the

furnishing elements present.

project, a total of five Eclisse

design style of the architect

The apartment with its

Unico sliding door systems

Diego Speranza.

approximately 90 m net space, is

were installed to separate the

located on the first floor of

living zone from the rest of

a building erected in the 1960s

the home. Some of them were

with ingress through a window-

modified to create a minimalist

2
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PRIVATE HOME,
ATTIC, NEW
BUILDING
PROJECT

The work involved a 500 m2
attic in Marsciano in the Italian
province of Umbria, half way
between Perugia and Todi.
To meet the needs of the
owners, the architect created
three large-scale living areas
linked by an entrance hallway:
the open living space, the
sleeping zone and a small spa in
which to relax.
With an interplay of doorways,
the distribution of the spaces
responds to daily needs
and brings light into all the
spaces, thus making the most
of the attic's dominant position
over the outdoor space. For
both the indoor and outdoor
openings, the designer selected
only eclisse pocket sliding
door systems: the result is
space that expands as needed.
the Syntesis® Line sliding door
system, without door jambs and
architraves, was used in nonstandard sizes, reaching all the
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arch.
VANIA MARGUTTI

SYNTESIS®
LINE
ALZANTE

SYNTESIS® LINE,
sliding door system without
jamb and architraves for single
pocket sliding door
SHUTTER, BLIND
systems for pocket sliding
french windows and shutters

way up to the ceiling; likewise,

apartment.

this model was installed in all

Light penetrates the interiors

the rooms: from the bathrooms

thanks to the large outdoor

to the bedrooms, and even

openings, these, too, made with

the relaxation area. All

Eclisse sliding shutters and

passageways were fit with the

blinds.

Eclisse Marte system in white
satin-finished glass with square
aluminium trim, thus allowing
the natural light to filter in
and spread throughout the

PROJECT PROFILE
project:

PRIVATE HOME,
ATTIC,
NEW BUILDING

dimensions:

500 m2

case study:

2010

architect:

Vania Margutti

site:

Marsciano - Perugia
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“CASE SABIN”,
APARTMENTS,
PASSIV HAUS,
CASACLIMA GOLD

PROJECT

“Case Sabin”, the building
involved in the project is a

CasaClima house with gold
energy efficiency rating. It is
a certified passive building. It
stands out for the high thermal
insulation of the shell, the
use of high heat performance
windows and doors and for
its superb resistance to air.

in all of the units in the 'Case
Sabin' building, designed by
architect Stefano Zara, the
internal walls are stud walls
with plasterboard covering
and false ceilings, insulated
with hemp fibre and finished
with paint made of completely
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arch.
FRANCESCO
DAL COL

UNICO
UNICO,
system for single
pocket door

natural pigments and oils. The
flooring is made of wood of
European origin, with glue-free,
dry installation performed with
sand and wooden panels.
The apartment, approximately
160 m2, is thus set within a highly
innovative architectural
context that uses the most
advanced technologies
available in Europe in terms
of building energy efficiency.
The dominant feature of the
interiors are the flowing lines
that phase in and out without
ever crossing. In fact, what
the architect, Francesco Dal
Col, wanted to achieve with
his interior design was to
accentuate dynamic movement,
modelling the ceilings and
walls with fluid movements,
eliminating sharp edges and
corners and replacing them
with soft shapes.
The whole was further blended
by the use of embedded lighting

> The building stands approximately 6600 m3
above ground and has a total of 16 units, 3
designed as offices. A Passivhaus is built to
achieve great comfort on the inside without
the use of conventional heating and cooling
systems. The use of a heat pump, powered by
solar panels on the roof, makes Case Sabin
energy self-sufficient for heating, cooling and
hot water.
In addition, the use of atoxic materials plus the
controlled mechanical ventilation system ensure
excellent indoor air quality. <

PROJECT PROFILE
project:

"CASE SABIN",
APARTMENT, PASSIV
HAUS, CASACLIMA
GOLD

dimensions:

160 m2

case study:

2010

architect:

Francesco Dal Col

site:

Pieve di Soligo - Treviso

systems that generated even
greater movement, contributing
to the modern feel. in dividing
the interior areas, the Eclisse
sliding door system for stud
wall installations was used;
its effective opening frame
made it possible to insert
buffer material between one
horizontal profile and the next.

The stud wall system comes in
widths of from 600 to 3000 mm
and heights of from 500 to 2900
mm and is suitable for all types
of frames.
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VERY
RECENT
PROJECTS

2011

ECLISSE
case studies

Biennale di Venezia - Venice - Italy
City Life - Milan - Italy
Hotel Parco dei Principi - Rome - Italy
Cosmo Hotel Palace - Milan - Italy
Ospedale della Media Valle del Tevere - Perugia - Italia
Palazzo Ferrero - Milan - Italy
Treviso Due - Treviso - Italy
Hotel del Maggior Consiglio - Treviso - Italy
The Coach House Hotel - Maidenhead, London - England
Grosvenor House Apartments - Mayfair, London - England
The Four Seasons Hotel - Park Lane, London - England
Hotel Schweizerhof - Bern - Switzerland
El Espai Esport Wellness Pàdel - Granollers - Spain
The Gallery of Botanical Art - Kew - England
Appartment Block Skinner Lane - Leeds - England
Primary Care Trust - Wakefield - England
Romney House - London - England
The Rudding Park Luxury Hotel - Harrogate - England
ENAC (Ecole Nationale d’Aviation Civile) - Toulouse - France
Relais SPA (Société Protectrice des Animaux) - Chessy - France
CHU (Centre Hospitalier Universitaire) - Poitiers - France
Beach Hotel - Principality of Monaco - France
Résidence MARINA VIVA - Porticcio (Corse) - France
EHPAD (Etablissement d’Hébergement pour Personnes Agées Dépendantes) - Aix En Provence - France
EHPAD (Etablissement d’Hébergement pour Personnes Agées Dépendantes) - Annecy - France
Hotel Concorde - La Reunion - France
Villa Zac de Hope Estate II - Saint Martin - France
Crèche - Vanves - France
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